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ALAIS
MODERN ORGANIC
Soft curves anchor six styles in the benchmade 
ALAIS Collection. Select the sofa, lounge chair, bed, 
daybed, bench—or our new upholstered nightstand. 
Fully customizable, or specify our luxury fabrics in 
cashmere and Italian wool. In ALAIS 2.0, a new leg 
option is inspired by adventurous designers Faye  
Toogood, Pierre Yovanovitch, and Roman Plyus.   
 

WHY ALAIS? Her rounded organic silhouette adds softness and sophistication to the room 
while creating a relaxing, calming, and welcoming feel. Alais is a conversation-starter 
and fits any design style.   
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www.NathanAnthonyFurniture.com

INSTAGRAM:   
@nathananthony_official

PINTEREST: 
@nathananthonyco

FACEBOOK: 
@nathananthonyfurniture

TWITTER: 
@nathananthony

YOUTUBE 
@lovenathananthony 
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Award Winning | Custom to-the-Trade | Made in Los Angeles

At the Intersection of  
Furniture Design + Art + Technology

ALAIS sofa

ALAIS daybed

Nathan Anthony x Tina Nicole x Sahara Novotna

Wood                     Resin                      Wood     

SOFA

ALAIS 2.0 CHAIR

DAYBED

BENCH

BED

ALAIS 2.0  DAYBED



FREYA is a striking collection conceived to celebrate comfort 
and curves. Think cozy, double-down fill cushions, and 
luxuriously plush fabric over frames that boast extra surface 
padding. Shapely and generously scaled, each style 
beckons its sitter to curl up and enjoy the moment. The hero 
piece is a uniquely asymmetrical sectional named for the 
Nordic goddess. Inspired by the ultra chill Japandi aesthetic, 
its design merges the best of Japanese Zen and Modern 
Scandinavian influences.

FREYA

WHY FREYA? Specify Freya for the hippest interior spaces, for those spots where the luxury of 
time is savored alone and with loved ones; and, soon enough, where the closest of friends 
will want to gather.
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EMBRACE the possibilities with an 
upholstered seating assortment that 
grew from a present-day homage to 
the Ours Polaire sofa by influential mid-
century furniture designer Jean Royère. 
The French name translates to “polar 
bear” which, along with the original’s 
sheepskin cover, is an apt description. 
Elegant in its simplicity, and ideal in 
scale for a variety of rooms, each 
piece features a tight, sculpted back 
and sweeping arms that envelope the 
plump curves of its seat. 

EMBRACE

WHY EMBRACE? Specify Embrace when you’re looking for that secret ingredient to create the 
best interior design recipe. There’s power in simplicity; decluttered spaces and uncluttered 
minds are a balm to the times we live in.
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WHY MINX? Minx is for the refined furniture buyer. Her shape is playful and whimsical while 
being comfortable and practical. It’s always nice to have an award-winning object in your 
home too! 
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MINX
MINX is an eclectic group of seating silhouettes 
all centered around an innovative diagonal 
stitching treatment designed by our award-
winning designer, Tina Nicole. Quilted and 
sewn to perfection, the patterned-seams create 
a dramatic geometric effect which, when 
combined with Minx’s swooping shape, appears 
to be sporting angels’ wings. Most notably, the 
Minx wing sofa won the international architecture 
& design award in 2017! Choose from the Minx 
sofa, wing sofa, fainting couch, or accent chair.
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Our MICHEL collection features a generously 
scaled, super cozy, heavily padded, 45-inch 
deep sofa which beckons the sitter to relax and 
enjoy.  Michel showcases the craft of deep 
channel tufting, which extends from the inside 
back across the entire surface of the rear panels 
and along the arms. These organic, egg-shaped 
forms add to its sensual look and a call to  
action - “lounge now.” The collection includes 
a sofa, many modular sectional pieces and a 
generously scaled chair. 

WHY MICHEL? Specify Michel to your most sophisticated clients who will relish its sensual 
nature and deep cushioning as the most comfortable landing in the room.
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MICHEL



ROCCO
The Rocco collection features simple lines and ample 
seating, and the silhouette is especially striking as a  
luxurious sectional. The metal tubular base has the  
effect of adding fine jewelry to a sophisticated outfit. 
It’s perfect for dressing up the living room or relaxing  
at home with family. Suitable for transitional or  
contemporary decor, there are different sectional  
configurations to choose from. Rocco additionally  
includes a sofa, chair, swivel chair and ottoman.

WHY ROCCO? A clean-lined comfortable sofa is nice, but add a touch of jewelry like 
the tubular base on Rocco, it becomes a thing of beauty that is a must have, and it’s  
customizable. 
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SABINE
Our popular Sabine collection reinterprets the classic 
Chesterfield style into a modern silhouette, with deep  
tufting on the back, arms and seat. It’s perfect for the 
maximalist - or even to punctuate a minimalist’s otherwise 
spare decor. The Sabine sofa perches on curvy wood 
legs that put us in mind of Manolo’s sexy high heels. 
Each upholstered button is meticulously placed by hand, 
so all appear to dance in a perfect, cascading rhythm. 
Choose from the Sabine sofa, chair, corner chair, chaise 
and ottoman.

WHY SABINE? Sabine is a beautiful work of art. You can lounge in her or climb on her. Her 
shape and beauty will never fade. Wherever you put her becomes the most glamorous room 
in the home. 
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ELAN
The contemporary-styled Elan collection — which includes a 
sofa, sectional, chair, bench/ottoman and upholstered bed — is  
distinguished by its asymmetrically faceted fabric application 
on both arms and back. The geometrically tiled panels may be  
upholstered in an infinite number of combinations, from clean,  
monochromatic looks with contrasting textures to bold mixes of  
bright primary colors. An elegant, metal tubular base brightens 
Elan’s sleek silhouette. We were proud recipients of the International  
Product Design Award 2016 for our Elan/S limited edition chair.

WHY ELAN? Elan appeals to people’s need to elevate themselves, it’s where abstract art 
and architecture meet contemporary furnishings, and it’s customizable.
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BONN
Winner of the International Product Design Award 2015, 
the Bonn collection may be one of the most desired sofas 
on the market today. It was recognized by the judges for its 
beautiful knife-edge and boxed combination cushioning, 
European-inspired shape and design versatility. The Bonn 
collection includes the sofa, chair and ottoman. The 
sectional is available in a variety of configurations. 

WHY BONN? Bonn appeals to those who love architectural elements mixed with soft- 
modern lounging. Bonn is a modern-day icon that appeals to hipsters of all ages, and 
it’s customizable.
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www.nathananthonyfurniture.com

DALI                                      KORZ                                  ELAN/S                                     Z3                                            

ELAN/W                                HELA                                     BACI                                  GOBI ARM

MODERN BRASS 

GUNMETAL

POLISHED CHROME

WOOD FINISH OPTIONS:

OUR AWARD WINNING AND 
UNFORGETTABLE SEATS

METAL FINISH OPTIONS:

OLD  
WORLD  
SMOKE

TOBACCO 
HAZE 

WALNUT 
HAZE 

WALNUT OAKBLACK COFFEE 
BEAN

MATT 
SILVER

ASH 
GOLD

   AERIE                                                        SISTINE                                                        GALAXIE

DARLING 
WALNUT 

BLONDEY

@nathananthony_official


